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The Jornada Research Institute (JRI) has as its mission the 
study of the archaeological, ethnohistoric, and natural 
resources of the northern Chihuahuan Desert of Arizona, 
New Mexico, the Trans Pecos west and adjacent regions. JRI 
is committed to the protection and preservation of these 
resources so that current and future generations may benefit 
from their research and educational values. JRI is 
represented by a group of talented researchers from diverse 
backgrounds, allowing the institute to focus on multi-
disciplinary approaches while sharing and engaging the 
public through a variety of educational and training 
opportunities. 
 

Did you know that… King Louis IX suffered from scurvy? 

New forensic evidence from an old jawbone buried in Norte Dame 
Cathedral, thought to belong to Louis the IX, has overturned the theory that 
the French king died from plague or dysentery. Scurvy causes gum disease, 
loss of teeth, anemia and weakness, among other symptoms. He died 
besieging Tunis during the Eighth Crusade in 1270. But Louis, who seems to 
have eaten mostly fish during the campaign may not have eaten the local 
foods in Tunis that contained the nutrient. His army appeared to be similarly 
afflicted. Jean de Joinville, the medieval chronicler who recorded a history 
of the crusade, noted: "Our army suffered from gum necrosis (dead gums)," 
Joinville wrote, "and the barbers had to cut the necrotizing tissue in order to 
allow the men to chew the meat and swallow. And it was a pity to hear the 
soldiers shouting and crying like women in labor when their gums were cut." 
(Source: Rafi Letzter, Livescience.com June 24, 2019). 

Eat your fruits and vegetables, folks! -JH 
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“ROUND ROUND GET AROUND 
I GET AROUND” 
While any Baby Boomer would 
recognize these lyrics from the 
Beach Boys song of the same name, 
they apply to more than just 
teenage male angst. From roughly 
the 8th to the 14th century, the 
Vikings of Denmark and Norway 
availed themselves of the Irish and 
Scottish countryside, and extended 
their colonial forays to Greenland, 
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. But 
where were the Swedes? Now new 
archaeological evidence from 
present-day Estonia has revealed 
hordes of Swedish coins and 
artifacts. From about AD. 600- 1150, 
at least 10 Viking farming and fishing 
settlements have been identified. 
These villages are thought to have 
played key middleman roles in trade 
into eastern Europe. (Daniel Weiss, 
Archaeology.org, Jan/Feb 2017). 
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JRI Conducts Annual NHPA Training 
This past October 222nd and 23rd, JRI conducted its annual 2-
day training session on the National Historic Preservation Act. 
The class was hosted by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 
Albuquerque Area Office. We extend our gratitude once again 
to the Agency and its staff who provided outstanding 
assistance. Attendees represented a good cross-section of the 
CRM community, and included folks from federal agencies, 
Pueblos, private contractors and graduate students from the 
University of New Mexico. The goals of the course are to give 
people an understanding and background of NHPA, and its key 
provisions, especially Sections 106 and 110. Section 106 requires 
that federal agencies must take into the effects of their 
undertakings on historic properties and to provide for solutions 
if those properties are threatened. Anyone working in the CRM 
profession should become familiar with Section 106 and its 
requirements. Examples types of Section 106 initiatives would 
include federal funding, leases, licenses, easements and land 
transfers. Section 110 mandates that federal agencies establish 
a cultural resources program, inventory historic properties and 
Traditional Cultural Properties and make recommendations 
and nominations of districts, buildings, sites, structures and 
objects to the National Register of Historic Places. 

 

     The Woodstock Opera House, Woodstock Illinois. Built in 1889, both 
 Orson Wells and Paul Newman performed here. �  

 

Old Mesilla Plaza 
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Research 
Summer and Fall 2019 Rock Art Activities 

By Margaret Berrier 

This summer and fall I’ve been busy with many different activities. The 
beginning of the summer found me in Flagstaff, Arizona for the American 
Rock Art Association’s 2019 Symposium. The papers were informative, and I 
lead two field trips to sites nearby. I was also the awards chairman for the 
organization and helped folks recognize people making a contribution to 
the field of rock art as researchers and educators. 
 
I was behind in my writing up of documentation projects, so I spent the hot 
summer months completing three of them. Two of these were updates of 
old site reports and one was a survey of a site not yet in the state database. 
My new Bureau of Land Management contact, Trinity Miller, accepted the 
reports and copies were sent to the ARMS in Santa Fe.  Along the way SHPO 
looked at them and asked Trinity if we could work on more and possibly work 
on some nominations for the state register. I logged over 500 hours of 
volunteer time for the BLM for this fiscal year. 
 
My field partners, LeRoy Unglaub (Photos by Paul Bardwell at right) and Paul 
Bardwell completed some field work on several other projects including: 
Berrenda Creek and Akela Flats (Fox Wells), Hillsboro, Monte Carlo Gap and 
Keirn Hill. In the next few months I hope to complete these projects for the 
BLM and ARMS. That field work helped me put together two presentations. I 
gave my presentation titled “Vanishing Act” and co-authored a paper with 
UC Merced Graduate Student Scott Nicolay at the Jornada Mogollon 
Conference in October in El Paso. Vanishing Act was about “horizontal 
bedrock” rock art sites in Southern New Mexico and far West Texas. These 
sites are often difficult to see and are easily missed in survey work. Some 
recent research and survey work has documented a growing number of 
these sites on the etched limestone and sandstone of the desert slopes and 
basins. With the help of two other researchers, Robert Mark and Mark Willis 
who created photogrammetric models, I was able to document these sites 
and provide good images for analysis. Like the remnants of subtle 
agricultural features and puddled adobe ruins these subtle rock art sites give 
us insight into the culture of the Archaic and Jornada Cultures in Southern 
New Mexico and West Texas. Jornada Mogollon Conference Proceedings 
are published every two years and I hope to include my paper on the 
subject in the next volume in 2021. November 9th found me at Three Rivers 
Petroglyph site near Tularosa with 40 students from 4-12 years old and a 
number of their parents and teachers. I was asked to lead a field trip there 
for the Las Cruces Academy. I will say this was the most rewarding activity I 
had this year and I hope to get a chance to do it again. 
 
(Research Updates continued on Page 4) 
�  

 

Hillsboro petroglyph drawing by 
Margaret Berrier 

 

 

 
 

Atlatl-throwing, Las Cruces 
Academy. 
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Research, continued. 
Tularosa Canyon Research Program, By David Greenwald 

This is a brief summary of those new observations and discoveries in ongoing work in Tularosa Canyon. 

1) Probable reservoir at Creekside Village. The reservoir area falls on BLM lands and we were able to secure an  
Archaeological Resource Protection Act (ARPA) permit. Initial efforts included digging a series of auger tests to 
define the presence and physical extent of the reservoir. Efforts confirmed the presence of the reservoir, located 
slightly east of the area that was identified initially based on vegetation patterns, total station mapping and 
surface sediments. Auger testing revealed a large depression characterized by gradual sloping slides. The center 
of the reservoir possesses approximately 1.4 to 1.5 m of lacustrine deposits capped by much later (up to recent 
times) (See photo, next page). Additional auger testing will be conducted to better define the southern edge of 
the reservoir. Initial indications from both auger testing and surface observations suggest that the dam or berm 
of the reservoir is poorly preserved, eroded by post-abandonment discharge events in the drainage in which the 
reservoir was constructed. Excavation units are proposed to address this issue as well as search for the inlet and 
associated outlets; these efforts are planned to be conducted during the next few months.  

2) The Creekside Village great kiva investigations have now resulted in nearly half of the kiva depression being 
excavated. These efforts have located the central hearth, exposed much of the encircling bench and bench 
face, defined the entryway in the southeast perimeter of the kiva and three of the four main support postholes. 
Based on the relationship of the hearth and entry, the kiva was constructed with a southeast orientation, which 
corresponds to the winter solstice sunrise. This association supports the notion that the kiva orientation was 
designed to mark/observe the end/beginning of the solar year. Although somewhat less apparent, the center of 
the kiva/hearth location also aligns to the summer solstice sunrise, demarcated by the lowest point on the eastern 
horizon by a small notch. The hearth serves as the common intersection point of both the summer and winter 
solstices sunrises, perhaps explaining why the kiva was constructed on the east side of the main ridge at Creekside 
Village, rather than on the ridge top where the surrounding surface was level and more conducive to 
construction of a community structure. 

In April 2020 at the upcoming Society for American Archaeology meetings, I will be presenting a paper with John 
Groh (Torrance County Archaeological Society) on the great kivas in Tularosa Canyon and their implications with 
respect to solstice and equinox alignments as part of a symposium on “Structure and Meaning of Mogollon 
Communal Spaces.” We will plan to schedule an expanded presentation for our members and sister 
organizations either prior to or following the SAA presentation.      

3) Over the past few months, we have been studying the Twin Kivas site and irrigation community as part of the 
Tularosa Canyon Research Program. These efforts have focused largely on the south great kiva (the smaller of 
the twin kivas). With the kiva orientation study described above, we are trying to define the orientation of the 
south kiva, which appears to have a western orientation based on the entry being located on its west side. 
 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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Greenwald, continued. 

Such an alignment would allow observation of the sunset throughout most of the year, using the horizon created 
by the San Andres mountain range on the west side of the Tularosa Basin. The great kiva alignment paper has 
required that we visit other kivas in Tularosa Canyon, from which sunrise and sunset orientations are being 
calculated for each for the summer and winter solstices, vernal and autumnal equinoxes, and solar mid-points 
on the eastern horizon. The north kiva at the Twin Kivas site, the Great, Great Kiva (largest kiva in Tularosa Canyon 
on record thus far) and the newly recognized Gato Mountain great kiva, are also included in this study. The Gato 
Mountain kiva compares closely in size and surface indications to both the Creekside Village great kiva and the 
north twin kivas structures. 

4) And, lastly, following the tour that was given as part of the 2019 Tularosa Basin Conference, expanded survey 
of the area northeast of the Twin Kivas site was initiated after Maryann Wasiolek pointed out a possible “ditch” 
that passed immediately north of the Twin Kivas. This expanded survey has resulted in the discovery of another 
upland water collection/irrigation system and an extensive set of terraced agricultural fields. The design of both 
the ditch system and the terraces are consistent with those documented at Creekside Village. It is not yet known 
if this newly discovered system includes a reservoir, but the ditch seemingly extends to the southwest where it 
likely intersects the Twin Kivas’ main canal, providing another water source to the residents downstream of the 
kiva locations. More field efforts are needed to fully map the surface expressions of these recent discoveries.  
Tours to Creekside Village and other site locations being studied as part of Tularosa Canyon Research Program 
provide public benefit to our members, the public, and the professional community. In this case, our research 
has benefited from the sharing of information with others who provide helpful insights and their observations to 
our research team. For this, I wish to thank all who frequently visit and offer advice. Thanks Maryann. You were 
spot-on!  

                          

 

 

Volunteers Dean Hood, Xoxi 
Nayapictzin (kneeling), Joan 
Price and Bill Powell 
conducting auger testing in the 
reservoir. Note auger handle at 
near ground level in front of 
Xoxi and auger sediments 
increasing in dark, organic 
matter extending from the 
auger hole toward the bottom 
of photo. 
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Around the Kiva 
Ronda los Carrozas de Cifuentes Coming to Tularosa 

 

Jornada Research and the Tularosa Arts and History Council (TAHC) have joined together to help bring the 

Ronda los Carrozas de Cifuentes (a traditional Spanish Christmas Music program) to Tulaorsa. This group will be 

coming to New Mexico from Guadalajara, Spain, under a New Mexico Humanities Council grant and will 

spend two days in Tularosa doing presentations and performing for the intermediary school and for the public 

at the St. Francis de Paula church on December 19th followed by a reception in Parrish Hall with refreshments 

and light fare. The program for the public is free. This will be a great opportunity to observe and enjoy some

traditional Spanish holiday music by this Ronda group, an aspect of humanities linked with cultural heritage. We 

are accepting donations to help with the associated costs of bringing the groups to Tularosa. You can help by 

sending donations to PO Box 684, Tularosa, NM 88352 or by going to our website and clicking on the DONATE 

button. 

 

St. Francis de Paula Church in Tularosa. 
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Research, continued. 
Unusual Artifacts Recently Found on White Sands Missile Range  

By Alexander Kurota, Thatcher Rogers and William Godby 
 
The Office of Contract Archeology, University of New Mexico (OCA/UNM) field crew is currently documenting a 
small number of archaeological sites clustering along Davies Tank playa on White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in 
south-central New Mexico. The purpose of this work is to assess the location of significant cultural resources at 
each of the site in proximity to WSMR tank trails and other maintenance roads as the traffic through these roads 
could pose serious impacts to the cultural material. The project methods involve conducting surface survey and 
excavating test units within the limits of the evaluated sites. Most of the investigated sites appear to have been 
occupied during the El Paso phase Jornada Mogollon cultural sequence (AD 1200-1450). 
 
With only the first field session completed, we excitedly report the discovery of already three unusual ceramic 
artifacts at two sites. They include a torso fragment of an animal effigy handle, a very small miniature bowl, and 
a fragment of an owl effigy vessel. In this brief announcement, we share additional information on these artifacts 
with the readers of this JRI Newsletter. 
 
The first unusual artifact, the animal effigy handle fragment probably came from an El Paso Polychrome jar. The 
object, unfortunately, is missing its head, tail, and all four legs with only the torso remaining. The fragmentary 
piece makes it difficult to ascertain the animal that the effigy fragment depicted, although it is possible it was a 
deer or more likely a dog (Figure 1). Similar such dog effigies have been found attached on the sides of jars or 
on top of jar handles. The effigy fragment is about 3.5 cm long and it was recovered from the fill of a trash layer 
that deposited inside an abandoned El Paso phase surface structure at LA 104867.  
 

 
Figure 1. Ceramic dog effigy handle from an indeterminate El Paso Polychrome vessel. 
 
The second unusual ceramic object is a very small miniature El Paso Brown bowl (Figure 2) that was found in 
one of several surface artifact concentrations at the Shaman Village, LA 117502, the largest El Paso phase room 
block complex currently identified on WSMR (Kurota and Sternberg 2018). The bowl was made from typical El 
Paso Brownware series clay and temper materials, so it likely was manufactured locally at the site. It is about 2 
cm tall and has 1.7 cm rim diameter. (Continued on page 8). 
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Kurota et al., continued. 
A closer look at its outer surfaces revealed the presence of finger impressions visible along the entire perimeter. 
Traditionally, the presence of miniature bowls and jars at archaeological sites has been interpreted as good 
evidence for in situ ceramic vessel manufacture, as a potter may have created such small objects out of 
remaining clay or children may have experimented by making miniature vessels. This may be the case for the 
Shaman Village miniature; yet, its unusually small size could also suggest other functions. William Godby, WSMR 
archaeologist and government project lead suggested that the miniature "bowl" is not a bowl but may have 
functioned as a thimble and a misidentified artifact type in the archaeological record. It may have been used 
for sewing with a bone needle. Additionally, Godby noted that the size of the indentation is very equivalent to 
an adult little finger around which it was shaped. Similar crude thimbles have been identified at archaeological 
sites in Eastern Europe, some with a fingernail impression visible from manufacture. 

 

Figure 2. 

The third unusual ceramic object is a small fragment from a Babícora Polychrome owl effigy vessel. This object 
was also found at the Shaman Village. The Shaman Village owl fragment comes from the left side of the facial 
disc of an owl depiction (Figure 3a). Complete vessels from Casas Grandes sites indicate that the potter making 
such an effigy vessel would have formed a pronounced ridge along the perimeter of the face to mimic the 
broad and flat face of an owl (Figure 3b). The fact that the Shaman Village owl effigy face was painted with 
dark brown paint suggests the potter intended to depict a particular species of an owl. It has been demonstrated 
in the past that the potters from the Casas Grandes culture were masters in faithfully depicting various animal 
and bird species by incorporating particular color motifs or decorative techniques (VanPool and VanPool 2007). 
Our review of different species of owls in the southern parts of the American Southwest indicates the potter may 
have attempted to depict a great horned owl, a commonly depicted bird on Casas Grandes effigy vessels 
(Figure 3c). 
 
 The Babícora Polychrome owl effigy fragment was found at the edge of the so-called Village Center – the 
densest and the most intensively occupied portion of the Shaman Village. It is noteworthy of mentioning that this 
sherd represents a second Casas Grandes effigy vessel from this site. 
 
(Continued on Page 9). 
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Kurota et al., continued. 
Two years ago, OCA briefly visited LA 117502 and documented the locations 
of several inferred melted adobe rooms and room blocks. It was during this 
time when we found a groin area fragment of a Casas Grandes human effigy 
vessel (Figure 4a). Such Casas Grandes male ceramic effigy vessels were 
typically made in a sitting or partially kneeling position, with the individual 
often depicted as smoking a cigar (Figure 4b). These effigy vessels are 
commonly referred to as “smoking shaman effigies” (VanPool and VanPool 
2007). It is therefore intriguing to point out that we now have two Casas 
Grandes effigy vessel fragments from the Shaman Village. Effigy vessels are 
believed to have served special ritual purposes and represented ceremonial 
events such as the ability to communicate and control natural and 
supernatural powers by a group of supposed shaman-priests (VanPool and 
VanPool 2007). 

 
Figures 4a and 4b. 
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